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In the second half of the 20th century, humankind encountered the unsurpassable
and irreversible power of globalization that in one way or other affected all fields of
human life and created a global-scale system of interdependence between countries
and nations.
Together with the swift changes in global political and economic systems globalization brings the dramatic intensification of migration flows and leads to the formation of essentially new peculiarities of international migration. These trends of international migration appeared in the late 1990s and currently are apparent in the majority of countries.
Elsewhere we have already analyzed these trends on the global scale.1 In the present article we are going to examine some of them in the context of contemporary situation in Russia with the account of historical statistics and new peculiarities of their development in the 21st century.
The Scales of Russia's Involvement in Global Migrations
Already in the ancient times peoples of different nations migrated to Russia.2
The Muscovite state took measures to attract qualified migrants, including military specialists, engineers, and physicians. Moreover, starting from the second half of the

The Russian version of this article was published in the journal Vek globalizatsii (“Век глобализации”). –
2011. – Num. 1. – Pp. 159–181.
1
See Iontsev, V., Aleshkovski, I. International Migration, Globalization and Development. Migration and
Development. Issue 20. Scientific series ‘International Migration of Population: Russia and Modern World’. –
Moscow: BI El Print, 2007. In Russian (Ионцев, В., Алешковский, И. Международная миграция, глобализация
и развитие. Миграция и развитие: доклады и статьи ведущих секций и докладчиков международной конференции «Миграция и развитие», Москва, 13–15 сентября 2007 г. // Научная серия: Международная миграция населения: Россия и современный мир / Под ред. В. А. Ионцева. Вып. 20. – М.: Би Эль Принт, 2007).
2
Even the origin of the Russian statehood (the 1150th anniversary of which was celebrated in 2012) is connected directly with international migration – calling of the Varangian prince Ryurik by Slavic tribes in 862.
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18th century a deliberate policy of engaging foreigners was implemented in Russia.
Meanwhile, the scales of international migration were insignificant over the major period of Russian history, and international migration was never a crucial factor of demographic development in Russia until the late 1990s.
Due to the contribution of international migration to the population increase in Russia in the second half of the 20th century – the early 21st century we can single out three
periods for convenience:
1. The second half of the 18th century – the 1890s: a positive international migration
balance, the migrants flow contributed to a certain population increase in Russia.
2. The 1890s – the mid-1970s (except for the years 1927–19403): a negative international migration balance, an overall migration decline exceeded 10 million persons in
1890–1975.
3. The mid-1970s – up to the present time: an international migration balance is
positive again, the net migration exceeded 9.5 million people in 1975–2010.
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Fig. 1. Change in migration inflow in Russia, 1897–2010
Data source for the calculations: Obolenski, V. International and Intercontinental Migration in Pre-war Russia and USSR. – Moscow: CSD USSR, 1928. In Russian (Оболенский В. В. Международные и межконтинентальные миграции в довоенной России и
СССР. – М.: ЦСУ СССР); Andreev, E. M., Darskiy, L. E., Kharkova, T. L. Demographic
History of Russia: 1927–1957. – Moscow: Infromatica, 1998. In Russian (Андреев, Е. М.,
Дарский, Л. Е., Харькова, Т. Л. Демографическая история России: 1927–1957. – Москва: Информатика, 1998); Iontsev, V. A. International Migration of Population: Theory and
3
The experts say that the net immigration in Russia during the period 1927–1940 can be explained by two
factors: firstly, the inflow of work power from other Soviet republics in the context of industrialization; secondly,
the concentration of residents deported from and repressed in other republics (see Andreev, E. M., Darskiy, L. E.,
and Kharkova, T. L. Demographic History of Russia: 1927–1957. – Moscow: Infromatica, 1998. – Рp. 78–85.
In Russian (Андреев, Е. М., Дарский, Л. Е., Харькова, Т. Л. Демографическая история России: 1927–1957. –
М.: Информатика. – С. 78–85).
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History of Studying. Science series ‘International Migration of Population: Russia and
the Contemporary World’ Issue 3. – Moscow: MAKS Press, 1999. In Russian (Ионцев, В. А.
Международная миграция населения: теория и история изучения. Научная серия
‘Международная миграция населения: Россия и современный мир’. Вып. 3. – М.:
МАКС Пресс); United Nations. World Population Prospects. Revision 2010. – New York:
United Nations Population Division, 2010.

As shown in Fig. 1, the transformation of social, economic and political life conditions contributed to a dramatic intensification of international migration in Russia in
the second half of the 1980s – early 1990s. Along with that, due to the collapse of the
USSR most post-Soviet republics pursued the policy of (explicit or implicit) deporting
the non-native population. Under these circumstances, Russia that preserved relatively
free boundaries with the post-Soviet republics, transformed into a powerful immigration
centre where millions of ex-USSR citizens rushed.
By the middle of the 2000s, Russia occupied the second place with respect to the
foreign population size after the USA (12.3 million persons) and secured the third place
after the USA and Germany in terms of the overall migrants inflow rate during 1992–
2010.
In comparison with the early 1990s, only the number of ‘classic’ international migrants in Russia, including refugees, increased by nearly 750 thousand persons. We
should notice that these statistics do not include illegal migrants (whose number
amounts from 3.5 up to 10 million people according to different estimates), international tourists (their number exceeded 23.7 million persons in 2008 according to the
date of the World Tourism Organization) along with commuters, long-term, seasonal
migrants and occasional migrants (including economic tourists).
An important indicator of Russia's growing involvement in global migration flows
in the 1990s is the increasing rate of the international migration as well as the increasing
share of migrants in the total population. For instance, the rate of international migration growth persistently increased in Russia over the period of 1975–2000 and reached
2.99 % per year in the last decade of the 20th century. It was connected, particularly,
with the dissolution of the socialist system and joining of ex-USSR peoples to the world
migration flow. The share of ‘classic’ international migrants in the overall Russian population increased from 7.8 % in 1990 up to 8.7 % in 2010, whereas the changes in the world
in general were not so considerable (3.1 % in 2010 compared to 2.9 % in 1990).
Therefore, today Russia is simultaneously the state of destination, origin and
transit for millions of international migrants.
The Increase of Russian Regions' Involvement in International Migration
The age of quick movements throughout the world affected practically every part of
our planet; the international migrants can be found practically everywhere. At present,
all federal districts and regions in Russia are involved in international migration flows.
Actually, even the least economically developed regions, the most northern and
the most remote Russian regions represent the regions of destination for the international migrants in the 21st century.
Whereas in 1993, 79 of 89 Russian regions were the regions of destination for international migrants, in 1994 their number increased up to 87 from 89 regions (with
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the only exception of Chechnya and Ingushetia), in 1997 – up to 88 form 89 regions
(with the exception of Chechnya) and since 2004 all Russian regions are the regions of
destination for international migrants.
In its turn, while in 1993, 79 of 89 Russian regions were regions of origin of international migrants, in 2004 – their amount rose to 88 of 89 regions (with the exception of
Agin-Buryat Autonomous Okrug) and in 2010 – 82 of 83 regions (with the exception of
Nenets Autonomous Okrug).
Table 1
Distribution of migrants to Russia among federal districts, 2010, persons
Federal districts
Central
Northwestern
Southern
North Caucasian
Privolzhsky
Urals
Siberian
Far Eastern

Number of
received
migrants
65,658
17,682
13,663
6,177
34,015
20,902
27,744
5,815

From the CIScountries and the
Baltic states
61,926
16,659
12,105
5,594
31,805
19,987
26,250
4,740

From other
countries
3,732
1,023
1,558
583
2,210
915
1,494
1,075

Note: Calculations are based on the data from Rosstat. Demographic Yearbook of the
Russian Federation 2009. – Moscow: Rosstat, 2010. In Russian (Росстат. Демографический ежегодник России. 2009: Стат. сб. – M.: Росстат, 2010).

Thus, almost all Russian regions are involved in the international migration flows
both as regions of destination and regions of origin of international migrants.
As shown in Table 1, the most attractive territory of destination for the immigrants
in Russia is the Central federal district, followed by Privolzhsky and Siberian federal
districts. At the same time, the most attractive territories for immigrants from the nonCIS countries were Central, Privolzhsky and Southern federal districts.
According to 2010 figures, the main destination-regions of international migrants
(which received more than 5 thousand migrants) are Moscow Oblast (15,834 residents),
Moscow (15,051 residents), Tyumen Oblast (11,583 residents), Krasnodar Krai
(6,383 residents), Samara Oblast (6,216 residents) and Krasnoyarsk Krai (5,984 residents).
In its turn, as shown in Table 2, according to the 2010 data, the main ‘suppliers’
of emigrants in Russia are Central (24 %) and Syberian federal districts (20 %), followed by Privolzhsky federal district (13.5 %). The main regions of origin of international migrants are Moscow (3,303 residents), Omsk Oblast (1,944 residents),
Tyumen Oblast (1707 residents), Moscow Oblast (1,187 residents), Altai Krai
(1,131 residents), Chelyabinsk Oblast (1,113 residents), Khabarovsk Krai (1,098 residents) and Kemerovo Oblast (1,063 residents).
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Table 2
Distribution of migrants from Russia among federal districts, 2010, persons
Federal districts
Central
Northwestern
Southern
North Caucasian
Privolzhsky
Urals
Siberian
Far Eastern

Number of
migrants
8,153
3,717
2,648
1,107
4,549
3,923
6,661
2,820

To the CIScountries and
the Baltic states
5,219
2,041
1,721
722
3,150
2,959
4,499
1,852

To other
countries
2,934
1,676
927
385
1,399
964
2,162
968

Note: Calculations are based on the data from Rosstat. Demographic Yearbook of the
Russian Federation 2009. – Moscow: Rosstat, 2010. In Russian (Росстат. Демографический ежегодник России. 2009: Стат. сб. – M.: Росстат. 2010).

Therefore, during the period of 1993–2010 the geographical changes of international
migration flows consisted in the involvement of the increasing number of Russian regions
in the international migration processes.
Qualitative Changes of the Migration Flows Structure
The profound changes in the world economy in the second half of the 20th century
(caused by the development of postindustrial sector and corresponding transformation
of the world labour market needs) as well as political and economic reforms contributed
to the qualitative changes of the migration flows structure in Russia. We can distinguish
the following key changes:
1. Changes of duration of the international migration
The scarce statistics at our disposal is not enough to analyze to the full extent the
migration flows duration (first of all, because certain categories of temporary migrants do
not need entry permits or because their entry is illegal), and considerable part of the appropriate information is irregular. As a result, quite a lot of temporary flows remain unregistered.
The indirect source of information concerning the duration of migration is the information about the distribution of foreign citizens according to the objectives of their trips.
These data are provided by the Border Service of Russia (see Table 3).
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Table 3
Received foreigners: objectives of trips, 2009–2010, persons
Number of immigrants, distribution according to objectives of trips, persons
Year

Workrelated

Tourism

Private

Permanent
residence

Transit

Service
personnel

Overall

2009

3,880,401

2,100,601

13,432,334

6,831

282,368

1,636,115

21,338,650

2010

4,432,077

2,133,869

13,695,966

9,000

271,028

1,739,277

22,281,217

Source: Rosstat. Demographic Yearbook of the Russian Federation 2010. – Moscow:
Rosstat, 2011. – P. 83. In Russian (Росстат. Демографический ежегодник России. 2010:
Стат. сб. – M.: Росстат, 2011. – С. 83).

As shown in Table 3, the most part of interstate migration falls on different types of
temporary migration: seasonal, commutation and especially occasional migration, including trips with tourist visa (of which 2/3 falls on economic migration).
With regard to the above-mentioned, the labour migration has been the most widespread in the last two decades. This can be explained by the cheapening transportation
costs. They facilitate movement and ‘reduce’ distance between countries and continents. In such conditions the migrants prefer temporal work abroad to emigration due to
lower material and nonmaterial costs.4 On the other hand, globalization of international
labour market requires a higher flexibility of migration behavior and it is the labour migration that can guarantee that flexibility.
2. Changes of qualification structure of international migration flows
There is a stable demand in Russia for foreign workers of two qualification ‘poles’: low
qualified workers and highly qualified workers of modern sector jobs.
At the same time, the state migration policy encourages an inflow of qualified
workers, especially in the fields and sectors of national economy with scarce native
workers. In its turn, the low qualified and unqualified migrants encounter more and
more impediments blocking the access to the destination countries. Along with that,
since the unqualified workers are still pulled out of their native countries and employers
in destination countries still recruit foreign workers (even illegally), this group remains
involved in international migration processes. The destination countries' authorities
have to elaborate projects of temporal engagement of unqualified migrants taking into
consideration the fact that their own citizens are unwilling to be engaged in unskilled
labour.5
4
For further details see Aleshkovski, I. Immigration Policy and Economic Development of the Countries
of Destination (the Case of German ‘Green-Card’ Program) // Population Policy: Present and Future: Fourth
Valenteyev Conference: Proceedings / Ed. by V. Elizarov, V. Archangelsky. – Moscow: Max Press, 2005. – Pp.
26–27. In Russian (Алешковский, И. Иммиграционная политика и экономическое развитие стран принимающих мигрантов (на примере действия программы ‘Зеленая карта’ в Германии) // Политика народонаселения: настоящее и будущее: Четвертые Валентеевские чтения: Сборник докладов / Ред. В. В. Елизаров,
В. Н. Архангельский, – М.: МАКС Пресс, 2005. – C. 26–27); UN – United Nations. International Migration and
Development. Report of the Secretary-General at the 60th Session of UN General Assembly. A/60871. – New York:
United Nations, 2006. – Pp. 42–45.
5
For further details see ILO. Facts on Migrant Labour. – Geneva: International Labour Organization, 2006. –
Pp. 127–151.
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Thus, the changes in the qualification structure of legal migration flows primarily
consist in gradual increase of the number of highly qualified migrants with post-secondary
education. For instance, the share of people with senior secondary and higher education
increased over the period of 2005–2010.
3. Changes of age and gender structure of international migrations flows
Throughout the history most migrants were male. Women participated in international migration mainly as members of male migrants families. However, in the early
1990s the researches showed that more and more women migrated independently
searching for a well-paid (in comparison with the country of their origin) job.
Traditionally, the female population constitutes a considerable part of Russian migration flows (from 45 per cent to 55 per cent of incomers in 2000–2010). In addition,
the female share in the unemployable age exceeds 70 per cent whereas most migrants of
childhood and employable age are men.
In many respects, the feminization of migration flows is connected with the structural
changes in the world economy which accompany globalization processes. The development of service economy contributes to the increase of service sector in the employment
pattern of developed countries and formed stable niches of labour markets in destination
countries (textile industry, leisure and entertainment industry, public services sector, home
service, sex services etc.) and constantly increasing need for female migrants, including
the unqualified ones. Along with that, most niches can be attributed to the ‘risk sphere’,
that is they are connected with sex employment or so-called close-to-sex employment
(employment that is often connected with sex service). These spheres of actually marginal
employment represent main migration opportunities for female migrants nowadays.6
During the last fifteen years we can also observe the tendency of an increasing share
of employable age migrants. In 1997 they amounted 63.5 per cent and in 2010 – already
79.6 per cent. In our opinion, this tendency reflects the fact that economic reasons prevail
among the reasons for change of residence.
Thus, another important trend of modern development of the international migration in Russia is the qualitative transformation of the structure of migration flows. That
can be proved by the development of mainly temporary migration, an increasing involvement of qualified workers in international migration, a gradual feminization of
migration flows and an increasing share of employable age migrants.
The Determinative Significance of Economic Migration
Already in Ravenstein's works7 it was shown that international migration flows are
formed due to different reasons, among which the economic ones are the most important. In its turn, the development of economic (and above all, labor) migration is the
most lasting and stable tendency in the development of international migration which
6
Ivakhnyuk, I. V. International Labor Migration. – Moscow: TEIS, 2005. – P. 138. In Russian (Ивахнюк, И. В. Международная трудовая миграция. – М.: Экономический факультет МГУ, ТЕИС); IOM. World
Migration Report 2005: Costs and Benefits of International Migration. – Geneva: International Organization for
Migration, 2005.
7
See Ravenstein, E. G. The Laws of Migration // Journal of the Statistical Society of London. – 1885. –
Num. 48(2). – Рp. 167–235; Ravenstein, E. G. The Laws of Migration // Journal of the Royal Statistical Society. –
1889. – Num. 52(2). – Pp. 241–305.
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was stimulated a lot after the formation of global labour market. This market manifests
itself in foreign labour export and import that reached an unprecedented scale in the last
quarter of the 20th century – the early 21st century.
Though it is difficult to ascertain a general scale of international labour migration
flows (since not all countries maintain that kind of control and a considerable part of
migrations remain illegal), the international labour migration definitely increases. According to the ILO's estimates, at the beginning of the 21st century there were over
86 million legal labour migrants compared to 3.2 million people in 1960.8
According to the information provided by the Federal Migration Service of the Russian Ministry for Internal Affairs, the inflow of legal labour migrants in Russia was
permanently increasing: in 2000 – 213.3 thousand people, in 2001 – 283.7 thousand
people, in 2003 – 377.9 thousand people, in 2005 – 702.5 thousand people, in 2007 –
1717.1 thousand people, in 2008 – 2425.9 thousand people.
Table 4
Foreign workers by types of economic activity, 2008

Type of economic activity

Overall
Agriculture, hunting and forestry
Fishery
Mining industry
Manufacturing
Building and construction industry
Wholesale and retail trade, repair of vehicles, household
goods and personal demand items
Transport and communications
Financial activity
Real estate operations, lease holding and delivery of services
Education
Public health and social service
Other community facilities, social and personal service

2425.9
159.8
2.6
54.3
240.3
1018.7

% of the overall
number of persons engaged in
the given type
of economic
activity
3.44
2.93
2.74
4.15
2.03
19.63

411.8
93.8
8.3

3.83
1.42
0.64

94.2
4
5.1
103.6

2.12
0.06
0.08
1.92

Thousand
persons

Note: Calculated using the data of Rosstat. Labour and Employment in Russia 2009. –
Moscow: Rosstat, 2010. In Russian (Росстат. Труд и занятость в России 2009. – М.: Росстат, 2010).

Despite the fact that labour migrants make up no more than 3.5 per cent of all employees in Russia, the significance of labour migration is much higher for some regions
and certain economic sectors. According to Russian Federal State Statistics Service
8
ILO. Towards a Fair Deal for Migrant Workers in the Global Economy. International Labour Conference,
92nd Session 2004, Report VI. – Geneva: International Labour Organization, 2004.
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(Rosstat), in 2008 labour migrants totaled nearly 19 per cent of all employees in construction sector and more than 5 per cent of all employees in 12 regions of the Russian
Federation (see Tables 4, 5).
Table 5
The subjects of Russia with the largest proportion of foreign workers in the overall
number of employed population, 2008
Working migrants number
% of the overall
Subject of the Russian Federation
Persons
number of employed
population
Chukotka Autonomous Okrug
5,093
16.98
Sakhalin Oblast
36,941
13.34
Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug*
42,497
13.28
Nenets Autonomous Okrug
7,927
13.10
Moscow city
623,160
10.28
The Jewish Autonomous Oblast
7,404
9.03
Khanty-Mansi Autonomous Okrug*
69,591
8.31
Amur Oblast
31,319
7.49
Zabaykalsky Krai
33,681
7.18
Moscow Oblast
230,183
6.29
Irkutsk Oblast
72,267
5.93
Kaliningrad Oblast
24,510
5.00
Note: * Autonomous okrugs were annexed to Tyumen oblast.
Source: Calculated using the data of Rosstat. Labour and Employment in Russia
2009. – Moscow: Rosstat, 2010. In Russian (Росстат. Труд и занятость в России 2009. –
М.: Росстат, 2010).

We should notice that in global flows of labour migration, Russia is both a destination country and an origin country. As Rosstat provides, over the period of 1994–2008
Russia accepted more than 8 million legal labour migrants whereas more than 1.3 million of Russians left their country to work in other countries (see Table 6). Besides, in
the 1990s Russia was the origin of millions of push-pull migrants (they are actually international economic migrants).
Table 6
Number of Russian citizens who left the Russian territory (persons)
1995
11,176

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

45,760

45,759

49,265

47,637

56,290

60,926

65,747

69,866

73,130

Source: Goskomstat. Labour and Employment in Russia. 2001. – Moscow: Goskomstat,
2001. In Russian (Госкомстат. Труд и занятость в России. 2001. – М.: Госкомстат,
2001); Goskomstat. Labour and Employment in Russia. 2003. – Moscow: Goskomstat,
2004. In Russian (Госкомстат. Труд и занятость в России. 2003. – М.: Госкомстат,
2004); Rosstat. Demographic Yearbook of the Russian Federation. 2009. – Moscow:
Rosstat, 2010. In Russian (Росстат. Демографический ежегодник России. 2009: Стат.
сб. – M.: Росстат, 2010).
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The migration of the labour force influences state finances of the countries participating in the global labour market. And while for countries-importers of labour force that
influence consists mainly in receiving tax payments and spending means for social protection of labour migrants, for countries-exporters it is more diverse.9 Money transfers are
the most considerable benefit of international migration for countries-importers. By estimates of the World Bank experts, in 2007 the volume of money transfers of labour migrants in Russia averaged 4.7 billion dollars, which makes up 0.4 per cent of the country's
GDP. Thus, Russia occupied the 21st place in terms of the volume of money transfers in
the mid-2000s. Consequently, in modern Russia labour migration as well as global
movement of human capital has become an important factor of economic development.
Structural Insuperability of Illegal Immigration
Such a characteristic tendency of international migration development as structural insuperability of illegal immigration is inseparably connected with legal labour
migration.
According to Russian law enforcement practice, the illegal immigrants are people
who violate the rules of entry in the Russian territory or rules of temporary residence in
its territory. This category is also amplified by those who work illegally. It is necessary
to note that the development of illegal migration is accompanied with the appearance of
new categories and groups of migrants who break the Russian laws (migration laws,
labour laws etc.); besides, they break the laws both of the country of entry and the country of origin or transit.10
The experts note that there is no reliable information about the number of illegal
migrants in Russia since due to many reasons it is impossible to precisely estimate the
scale of illegal migration. The available expert accounts and approximate estimates of
the illegal migration scale differ so much that they are incomparable. According to different estimates, at the present time there are from 3.5 to 10 million illegal migrants in
Russia. As the Federal Migration Service of the Russian Ministry for Internal Affairs
provides, in October, 2011 there were about 150 thousand of illegal labour migrants in
the Russian territory.11
As we can see, the number of illegal labour migrants constitutes a considerable part
of the total labour force. It is worth mentioning that the number of illegal immigrants
has reduced considerably in the last years in terms of stricter Russian immigration laws
and enactment of special laws against illegal migration.12
9
For more details see Stalker, P. The Work of Strangers: A Survey of International Labour Migration. – Geneva: International Labour Organization, 1996.
10
Different forms of illegal migration and its structure are thoroughly analyzed in Aleshkovski, I., Iontsev, V.
Illegal Immigration in the Social and Political Discourse // International Migration: Economics and Politics. Scientific Series ‘International Migration of Population: Russia and the Contemporary World’. Vol. 18 / Ed. by V. Iontsev. – Moscow: TEIS, 2006. – Pp. 28–50. In Russian (Алешковский, И., Ионцев, В. Нелегальная иммиграция в
общественно-политическом дискурсе // Международная миграция: экономика и политика: Сборник статей.
Научная серия: Международная миграция населения: Россия и современный мир; Вып. 18 / Ред. В. А. Ионцев. – М.: ТЕИС. – С. 28–50).
11
Short-hand records of the press conference ‘Does Russia Need Migrants?’ which took place on October 4,
2011 can be found at http://strategy2020.rian.ru/stenograms/20111007/366171816.html.
12
In July, 2011, Russia signed the Federal Law on Ratification of the Cooperation Agreement on Countering
Illegal Labour Migration from Third Countries.
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Besides, the ‘demographic pressure’ and economic situation in sending countries of
illegal migrants contribute to the structure insuperability of illegal immigration under
the modern system of global economic relations.
The latter, however, does not mean that the scale of this type of labour migration in
Russia cannot be reduced. It is possible by means of the interaction between state, society, ethnic formations and human rights organizations as well as by means of more effective administration of legal labour migrants flows. The most important thing is to
realize that illegal migration is not a form of terrorism or other criminal processes,
which should be struggled by means of all state's repressive opportunities.
The Increasing Significance of International Migration for Russian Demographic Development
Throughout the history, the change of population number in certain regions of the
world was provided mainly by the natural population increase. The peculiarities of mortality and birth rate evolution, the increasing gap in demographic potential of developed
and developing countries as well as world economic globalization led to a considerable
increase of the role of international migration in the world demographic development.
In modern Russia, which suffers a demographic crisis, the international population
migration has acquired a particular significance and has become an important factor of
its demographic development.
The demographic advantages of immigration to Russia consist in the fact that under
demographic crisis the international migration has become the sole source to replenish
the Russian population numbers. The net migration over the years 1992–2010 exceeded
6.5 million people and ‘smoothed over’ the natural loss of the Russian population
(which totaled 12.5 million persons over the mentioned period) by nearly 50 per cent.
At the same time, throughout this time only in the ‘peak’ 1994 year the scale of migration increase was enough not only to compensate the natural loss, but also to provide
population growth in Russia.
Table 7
Change in resident population size in Russia, 1992–2010, thousand persons
Year
1992–1996
1997–2001
2002–2006
2007
2008
2009
2010*

Population size,
beginning of the
year
148514.7
148028.6
145649.3
142221.0
142008.8
141904.0
142962.4

Gross increase

Natural loss

Migration gain

–486.1
–2379.3
–3428.3
–212.2
–104.8
10.5
–81.5

–3423.8
–4232.8
–4131.5
–470.4
–362.0
–248.9
–239.6

2937.7
1853.5
703.2
258.2
257.2
259.4
158.1

Note: * with the account of preliminary results of the 2010 all-Russian population census.
Source: Rosstat. Demographic Yearbook of the Russian Federation. 2009. – Moscow:
Rosstat, 2010. – Р. 25. In Russian (Росстат. Демографический ежегодник России. 2009:
Стат. сб. – M.: Росстат, 2010. – С. 25); Rosstat. Population Size and Migration in the Russian Federation. 2010. – Moscow: Rosstat, 2011. In Russian (Росстат. Численность и миграция населения Российской Федерации. 2010. – М.: Росстат, 2011); www.gks.ru.
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The contribution of net migration in Russian population size change was steadily
decreasing till 2003 (55 per cent in 1992–1997, 16 per cent in 1998–2004 and 35 per
cent in 1992–2004). Increase of the net migration in 2004–2008 and natural loss decrease slowed down the population decline in Russia. In 2008 the natural loss was up
to 71 per cent replaced by net migration (in 2007 – up to 54.9 per cent, in 2006 –
up to 22.6 per cent).
Thanks to the fertility increase and mortality decline in August, 2009 Russia fixed
the population natural increase by 1050 persons for the first time since 1992. On the
whole at the year-end the migratory increase compensated completely the natural loss
of population for the first time since 1994.
Table 8
Change in resident population size in Russia, 2002–2010, thousand persons

Overall
population

Including

Gross population loss,
2002–2010

Natural
loss

born

–2261.5

–4734.3

12706.3

Including

dead

Migration
gain

arrived to
Russia

left
Russia

17440.6

+2472.8

2939.2

466.4

Source: preliminary results of the 2010 all-Russian population census.

The Russian Census of 2010 showed that compared to 2002 the Russian population
decreased by 2.26 million people, or by 1.6 per cent. Moreover, annual average population decline compared to the former intercensal period (1989–2002) increased by two
times and totaled 0.2 per cent against 0.1 per cent. The latter fact reflects the decrease of
the natural loss compensation with net immigration. The latest data of Rosstat confirm
that trend: the migration increase of Russian population declined by 38.2 thousand persons, or by 42.7 per cent over the first half of 2011.13
These statistics clearly demonstrate that Russia is becoming more and more dependent on international migrants inflow in order to compensate population natural loss
as well as in order to replenish certain niches of national labour market and, correspondingly, decrease the rate of demographic burden (which inevitably rises due to the native-born population ageing).
Along with that, it is important to note that international migration in Russia not
only provides the population natural decrease compensation, but also favours the
change of population structure: the migrants are younger. Besides, we should take into
account the demographic policy of encouraging large families (families with many children). The age structure of immigrants is younger (compared to the Russian population
structure). In 2009, nearly 78 per cent of immigrants were of employable age, whereas
in Russia this indicator generally amounts to 63 per cent. In the 2000s, the decreasing
share of the migrants that did not reach employable age reflects the narrowing opportunities of getting education for the young people from the CIS countries. In 2009, only
13

http://www.gks.ru/bgd/free/b11_00/IssWWW.exe/Stg/dk07/8-0.htm.
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3,999 persons arrived in Russia to get education, among them 3,869 migrants from
the CIS countries and 139 migrants from the non-CIS countries.
Can the Immigrants Inflow Solve the Problems of Russian Demography in the
21st Century?
As majority of forecasts (both Russian and non-Russian) show, there will be population natural decrease in Russia in the 21st century. By the UN forecast, in 2010–2050
the annual natural loss of population is going to total on average about 510 thousand
persons (UN 2010). In its turn, by the Rosstat estimates, in 2010–2030 the annual natural loss of population is going to amount to about 485 thousand persons.
At the same time, Russia (as well as West European countries) is going to face the
increasing population ageing. As a result, the expenses on social insurance can become
too burdensome for the economy and some territories can become almost completely
depopulated.
As numerous post-war generations enter the unemployable age, the loss of employable population will increase: in 2011 the employable population size is going to decline approximately by 875 thousand persons, in 2012, according to the forecast, – by
more than 1,000 thousand persons, in 2013–2019 – by another 6,616 thousand persons
(see Table 9).
Table 9
Forecast of change in population of Russia,
age groups in 2012–2030, middle forecast variant

Year

2012
2013
2014
2015
2020
2025
2030

Under employable age
% of the
Thousand
overall
persons
population
size
23542.7
16.6
23924.5
16.8
24338.3
17.1
24699.7
17.4
25935.1
18.3
25148.2
17.8
22845.4
16.4

Employable age
% of the
Thousand
overall
persons
population
size
86649.8
61.0
85649.1
60.3
84651.0
59.6
83612.2
58.8
79033.2
55.7
77148.0
54.8
76770.5
55.1

Over employable age
% of the
Thousand
overall
persons
population
size
31870.5
22.4
32530.6
22.9
33150.0
23.3
33849.0
23.8
36939.7
26.0
38619.9
27.4
39755.9
28.5

Source: the data of Rosstat (the demographic forecast of Russian population till 2030).

As shown in Table 9, the maximum loss will occur in 2011–2019 when the annual
average decline of the population of this age group achieves 850 thousand persons (decreasing overall by 10–11 million persons by 2030).
As a result, the age structure of Russian population will deteriorate considerably. According to some estimates, the share of employable age population is going to decrease
from 61.7 per cent in 2011 up to 52–55 per cent in the 2020s – 2030s. Alongside with
that, the share of retirement age population will grow from 22 per cent up to 26–28 per
cent. According to forecasts, the macroeconomic factors will contribute to the growth in
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production output and, consequently, the growth of labour demand. In such conditions the
decline of employable age population (the reason of labour force deficit) can substantially
slow down economic development. That can heavily affect certain economic sectors and
regions. In the short term the labour force will become one of the most deficient economic
resources in Russia.
We should take into account the labor-intensive type of the Russian economy and
the limited opportunities of increase in labour force productivity. Foreign labour force
intake and higher internal mobility of Russian population can allow overcoming the
labour force deficit. In such conditions, the immigrants inflow seems to be the cure-all
solution to improve the demographic situation and provide Russian population growth
in the 21st century. But is it possible to solve all existing demographic problems in Russia only with the help of international migration?
Russia needs to maintain employable age population at a stable level. The UN and
Russian experts' investigations show that for this purpose Russia already now should
receive on average about 700–800 thousand migrants (net migration) and gradually increase this amount up to 0.9–1.1 million migrants (see Table 10).
Table 10
Net migration that is indispensable for maintaining
stable population size of Russia in 2011–2050
Median amount
2011–2015
2016–2020
2021–2025
2026–2030
2031–2035
2036–2040
2041–2045
2046–2050

874
998
1164
1256
1267
1256
1253
1252

With 60 % confidence interval
547–1222
626–1393
801–1542
918–1636
874–1695
794–1743
745–1772
752–1796

With 95 % confidence
interval
187–1668
205–1888
406–2045
572–2218
482–2329
272–2458
130–2566
71–2678

Source: Vishnevskiy, A. G., Andreev, E. M., Treivish, A. I. Perspectives of Development of Russia: the Role of Demographic Factor. – Moscow: Institute of transition period
economics, 2003. – Р. 22. In Russian (Вишневский, А. Г., Андреев, Е. М., Трейвиш, А. И.
Перспективы развития России: роль демографического фактора. – М.: Институт экономики переходного периода, 2003. – C. 22).

Employable age population averages three quarters of the migrants flow. In order to
compensate employable age losses Russia needs to draw over 20 million immigrants in
the following decades. It is obviously impossible. According to the UN estimates, in
2010–2050 the net immigration will total about 97 thousand persons annually.
Consequently, we should not exaggerate the role of international migration for the
Russian demographic situation. It will be a mistake to affirm that international migration alone will help to get over the demographic crisis. This myth confuses authorities
and public opinion. Immigration can only smooth some negative effects of the demographic crisis (which is, of course, also important), and to some extent solve certain
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regional demographic problems (e.g., in the Far East and in Siberia), but not more than
that. The example of the developed countries shows that immigration can rather effectively solve demographic problems only at the initial stage of depopulation.
Only a complex approach to demographic processes management can provide
an overcoming of the demographic crisis (which includes the extreme phase of depopulation) and subsequent progressive advance. Such approach includes: the increase in
total fertility rate (or, at least, its stabilization at the rate of 1.7–1.9 children per
woman); the decline in mortality (there are huge opportunities for reducing exogenous
mortality rate); the increase in internal mobility within the country and immigrants inflow; the most important thing is to form the idea of human life as the greatest value of
the state.
The Dual Character of Migration Policy
The dual character of migration policy is to a large degree the result of all abovementioned consistent patterns. We would like to emphasize the fact that international
migration policy is in general tough and strictly regulated. It represents a system of special measures, acts of law and international agreements (bilateral and multilateral) that
direct migration processes, and pursue economic, demographic, geopolitical and other
objectives.
Currently, we can single out three levels of migration policy: global, regional and
national (the level of independent states). We observe the dual character of immigration
policy at all these levels: global (as a result of conflicting interests of international organizations and independent states), regional/interstate (migration-regime liberalization
within integrating regional unions counter to tough policy towards non-union migrants)
and national (conflicting demographic and economic interests, on the one hand, and
political and social security considerations, on the other hand).
As for the Russian migration policy, on the one hand, over the period of 1991–2010 a
certain legal framework of international migration management was formed. On the other
hand, in Russia migration is not yet considered a positive phenomenon. The state's top
authorities proclaim (particularly, in the President's messages to the Federal Assembly of
the Russian Federation) the thesis of the necessity for a reasonable immigration policy as
well as compatriots and qualified workers intake. At the same time, the executive authorities practice a strict approach and treat migration (both legal and illegal) as a threat to national security. Ambiguous attitude to migration (especially of Russophones from the
CIS-countries and the Baltic states) as well as the incomprehension of basic patterns of
international migration make for the absence of the Federal Conception of Migration Policy. Unfortunately, there are no strategic conceptions in this sphere.
The current situation is adverse to the interests of economic and demographic
development of Russia. Moreover, Russia is losing the opportunity of economic
cooperation with the post-Soviet states, including cooperation in the effective use of
labour force potential. That potential can be explained by differences in demographic development, firm economic ties, and historical community etc. Therefore,
there is an increasing necessity for migration policy that conforms the current migration situation.
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In our opinion, contemporary Russia needs to pay special attention to policymaking in the sphere of migration. The base of the policy should be the conception of
migration as a common good rather than a disaster.
Thus, it is necessary to pursue the policy (at federal and regional levels) that takes
into account interests of the country's economical and demographical development. In
its turn, for that purpose the authorities have to realize that only a reasonable and strategically considered migration policy that disallows the ‘triumph of national atavism over
the logic of economic development’14 can provide a legitimate international migration
and rational use of migrants qualification.

14
Demeny, P. Prospects for International Migration: Globalization and its Discontents // Journal of Population
Research. – 2002. – Num. 19. – P. 73.

